S1_ movie -S18_ movie are movies from optical mapping: S1_movie Control of excitable NRVM monolayer. Excitation waves in clear culture. Border under the sample is a screen to form UV exposure and shadow zones.
S3_movie
Then after addition of the trans-c-TAB only the right part of the monolayer (from S2_movie) was irradiated by UV light for one minute. The excitation of the NRVM monolayer was not restored.
S4_movie
Excitability was restored after the c-TAB was washed out of the of NRVM monolayer in the half of the sample that had not been previously illuminated (propagation restored in the left zone after c-TAB wash out from S3_movie) S5_ movie -S11_ Effect of cis-c-TAB on NRVM monolayer: Addition of 30 and 50 µM of cis-c-TAB leads to suppression of the excitation of the NRVM monolayer. Similar results were obtained in three additional samples of NRVM monolayers.
S5_movie
Control of excitable NRVM monolayer. Excitation waves in clear culture
S6_movie
Addition of 30 µM of cis-c-TAB leads to suppression of the excitation of the NRVM monolayer.
S7_movie
The excitation of the NRVM monolayer was restored after wash out
S8_movie
S9_movie
Addition of 50 µM of previously UV-exposed solution c-TAB leads to suppression of the excitation of the NRVM monolayer. The excitation supressed at 50 μM cis-c-TAB (previously UV-exposed solution and then added to the NRVM)
S10_movie
Additionally irradiated the NRVM by UV-light in the presence of 50 μM cis-c-TAB for 4 minutes by UV-light (~365 nm)
S11_movie
The suppressed by cis-c-TAB excitation of NRVM (S10_movie) was restored after wash out S_12 -S_18 -Dose-dependency of speed of the excitation propagation for trans-c-TAB 37°C. c-TAB was added to the excitable NRVM monolayer in concentrations of 5-30 µM at 37°C. It can be seen that the excitation of the NRVM monolayer was . The NRVM monolayer in a medium with a constant concentration of c-TAB was exposed to UV light. The propagation speed of the excitation was measured during the illumination. At a concentration of 5 μM, complete suppression was not achieved; at 10 μM, complete suppression was achieved after three minutes of UV exposure; at 15 μM, complete suppression was achieved after one minute of UV exposure. HMBC spectrum E-c-TAB:
HSQC spectrum E-c-TAB: 13 С-NMR spectrum of Z-c-TAB:
HSQC spectrum of Z-c-TAB:
HMBC spectrum of E-c-TAB:
Molecule of Z-c-TAB: 
DOPC+E-c-TAB:
DOPC+Z-c-TAB:
